
Outline Product Specification

PXS series  -  15-20W Single
High Reliability DC-DC Converters

The PXS series single output series module,
which adopts Thick-Film Microcircuit
Technology, stannic seam welding process, is a
kind of perfect converter with high reliability
necessary for some applications such as
industry and military.

The output voltage is 5V, 12V or 15V. The
output power ranges from 15 to 20W. The
switching frequency is fixed at 265 KHz to
minimize noise.

The input filter circuit is designed to reduce the
electro-magnetic interference. The typical input
voltage is 28V, and the ranges from 16V to 40V.
The PXS Series also provides some control
functions such as synchronisation, shut down,
and over-current and short circuit protection.

FEATURES

 High reliability / small size

 In photoelectric isolation

Input voltage range: 16VDC to 40VDC

 Output power: 15W - 20W

 Inhibit and synchronisation functions

 Over current / short circuit protection

 DIP hermetical
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Input Voltage: +16VDC to +40VDC

Pin-Solder Temp (10s): 300ºC
Storage Temp: -55ºC to +125ºC
Output Power: 15 - 20W
Operating Temp (Tc): -40ºC to +75ºC

MECHANICAL SPECIFCATIONS

NOTES:
1.  Please properly connect pins of power module to PCB following instructions of part’s specification.
2. To prevent pins of power module from being stressed to cause glass insulators cracked and power module leaked, please install power

module with fixed flanges or screws prior to welding pins of power module.
3. The bottom of power module should be stressed to heat sink tightly. If necessary, thermal washers and shockproof gaskets are

employed.
4. In any case, bending of pins should be avoided to keep glass insulators from cracking and prevent power module from leaking.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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NOTE:
1. Using tip and barrel measurement.
2. Recovery time is measured from application of the transient to the point at which Vout is within 1% of final value. 3. Unless otherwise
specified,Tc=25ºC, Vin=28Vdc,100% load.
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Performance Characteristics
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APPLICATION NOTE

INHIBIT FUNCTION
The INH pin is used to achieve the function of external shut down. No connection to Pin 2 is necessary
for normal operation of the converter. Shut down may be implemented by simply pulling the Pin 2
below 0.3V referenced to input common.

Over Current/Short Circuit Protection The PXS-20 series of DC/DC converters has the function of
over current/short circuit protection. When it is working under load fault condition, the converter will
automatically activate the over current/short circuit protection and restore when the fault is removed. It
is suggested that the duration of the over current/short circuit must be less than 10s,and the case
temperature lower than 105ºC Otherwise, the module will be disabled.

Ripple Voltage While the output V-ripple can• ft satisfy your application, it can still be suppressed by
adding a filter capacitor between Vo+ and Vo- outputs. The optimal value for this capacitor is
recommended at around 50V/10uF with film or ceramic capacitor as preferable options.
Synchronization The PXS-20 series of DC/DC converters allow the designer to match the switching
frequency of the converter to the frequency of the system clock or synchronize several modules by
synchronization pin. Frequency ranges from 270 to 350 KHz, the level from -0.3 to 10V, and duty cycle
from 40% to 60%. Under master and slave configuration, the master module will offer  ±3mA current
and the slave ones ±0.5mA in maximum. A connection to pin 9 is not necessary for not in use.

PXS-2815S-20

PXS-2812S-20
PXS-2805S-15
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Reverse Polarity Protection:
To avoid the input reverse connection, it’s advised to connect a diode in series with the input pin of
the converter. (Shown as below)

Serials Number: DC 0621 001, which indicates this product has been manufactured in the 21st week of
2006, and the sequence number is 001.

Environmental Screening

Exceeding absolute maximum ratings may cause permanent damage and may reduce reliability. Information and specifications
contained in this data sheet are believed to be correct at the time of publication. However, Powerstax accept no responsibility
for consequences arising from printing errors or inaccuracies. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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